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very uncomfortable to behave this way towards women, especially authority figures. According to the foster mother and 
the case worker, it appears that UAC is having difficulty understanding his boundaries.   
 
Incident Type: Suspected Smuggling/Trafficking 
Facility: SWK Ventura (ERC) 
Date of the Incident: 07/20/14                    UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  07/21/14 
Summary of SIR:   
During a client's UAC Assessment, client disclosed his need for reunification with a family friend who he does not know. 
Client stated that his father contacted possible sponsor and prepare everything for his journey. Client verbalized his need to 
work as soon as possible in order to pay his journey expenses and the sponsor for the favor. Client believes that he is going 
to be working in a New York restaurant. 
 
Incident Type: Allegations of Abuse by Other UAC Sexual Abuse; Inappropriate Sexual Behavior; Sexual Assault 
Facility: Tumbleweed 
Date of the Incident: 07/21/14                   UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  07/21/14                 
Summary of SIR:   

The client approached the client while he was doing his chores and began to bother his peer by hitting him on 
the back of his name, called him names and made obscene gestures. 

 

 
Incident Type: Allegations of Abuse by Other UAC Sexual Abuse; Inappropriate Sexual Behavior; Sexual Assault 
Facility: KidsPeace 
Date of the Incident: 07/21/14    UAC:
                                                                            
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  07/22/14 
Summary of SIR: (2) 
This female UAC has been with us for quite some time as her home study is pending. She is an attractive young lady who 
tends to draw attention to herself. The UAC is a sexual abuse victim and has experienced extensive trauma in her home 
country. The UAC came forward to this clinician and reported a male UAC gave her a love note last Wednesday 
7/16/14. The love note tells the female UAC she is “bonita” and asks the female UAC if she would be the male UAC’s 
girlfriend. The note also tells the female UAC that the male UAC loves her. Upon discovering the note, this clinician spoke 
with house staff about any observations they may have. (YCW) reported to this clinician that she observed the 
female UAC pushing her body against the male UAC's body during a game of basketball 7/20/2014 in the gym.
(YCW) reports advising the UACs that this is not permitted.  The female UAC laughed about the incident and reports she and 
the male UAC are just friends. The female UAC reports she occasionally jokes around with some of the teenage male UACs 
but does not claim to be flirting with them. The female UAC reports other female UACs are teasing her about being the 
male UAC's girlfriend. Upon discussing this incident with the female UAC, she seemed to understand that this type of 
behavior is not permitted and will not be tolerated. 
 
Incident Type: Other 
Facility: BCFS Lackland AFB (ERC) 
Date of the Incident: 07/19/14                   UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  07/19/14 
Summary of SIR:   

was checking the suggestion boxes and discovered an anonymous note regarding female UAC
Note stated that is daughter of coyote and that she passes information of the shelter to 

her father during phone calls when the clinician assistant is assisting other UAC’s. 
 
Incident Type: Sexual Abuse outside the US – UAC Pregnant 
Facility: Seton Home 
Date of the Incident: 07/21/14                   UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  07/22/14 
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